SF4390VX1

Oven, Classica, 45 cm, Steam, Stainless steel

TYPE
Cooking Method: Steam • Product Family: Oven • EAN code: 8017709235895 • Category: 45 cm • Power supply: Electric • Steam technology: Smart steam 40

AESTHETICS
Aesthetic: Classica • Type of steel: Brushed • Glass Type: Eclipse • Door: With 2 horizontal strips • Handle: Classic • Handle Colour: Inox • Colour: Stainless steel • Material: Stainless steel

CONTROLS
Control knobs: Classic • No. of controls: 2 • Display: Yes • Control setting: Knobs • Controls colour: Steel effect

PROGRAMS / FUNCTIONS
Cooking functions with steam: Steam, Warming and re-generation • No. of cooking functions: 2 • Other Steam functions: Tank cleaning, Water outlet, Water input, Descaling programme • Other functions: Defrost by time, Defrost by weight, Proving • Automatic programmes: 20
### OPTIONS
End of cooking acoustic alarm: Yes • Other options: Eco light • Timer: Electronic • Showroom demo option: Yes • Rapid pre-heating: Yes • Time-setting options: Delay start and automatic end cooking • Controls Lock / Child Safety: Yes • Minute minder: Yes • Limited Power Consumption Mode: Yes

### TECHNICAL FEATURES
Door: Temperate door • Temperature control: Electronic • Shelves type: Metal racks • Door opening type: Standard opening • Full glass inner door: Yes • No of lights: 1 • Minimum Temperature: 50 °C • Total no. of door glasses: 3 • Light Power: 40 W • Cavity material: Ever clean Enamel • Soft Close hinges: Yes • Light when door is opened: Yes • Tank capacity: 1.2 l • No. of shelves: 3 • Safety Thermostat: Yes • Removable inner door: Yes • Heating suspended when door is opened: Yes • Light type: Halogen • No. of thermoreflecting door glasses: 1 • Oven control: Electronic • Cooling system: Tangential • Display technology: LCD • Steam stops when door is opened: Yes • Boiler - Power: 900 W • Maximum temperature: 100 °C

### PERFORMANCE / ENERGY LABEL
Net volume of the cavity: 41 l

### ELECTRICAL CONNECTION
Voltage: 220-240 V • Frequency (Hz): 50/60 Hz • Nominal power: 2100 W

### LOGISTIC INFORMATION
Net weight (kg): 34.300 kg • Dimensions of the product (mm): 450x597x548

### ACCESSORIES INCLUDED
St/steel tray (20mm): 1 • Other: Sponge, Boiler cover, BeakerSt/steel perforated deep tray (40mm): 1

### OPTIONAL
PRTX: Pizza stone, Ovens, CookersBVG: Tray, OvensBN620-1: Tray, Ovens, CookersBN640: Tray, Ovens, CookersBNP608T: Tray, Ovens, CookersMDB: HandleSFLK1: Child Lock, Ovens, CookersGT1PV: Telescopic Guides, OvensGT1TV: Telescopic Guides, OvensKP43V: Door Kit, OvensPR3845X: Antifingerprint, OvensSMOLD: Moulds Set, Ovens, Blast chillersPIR2: Pan, Ovens, Cookers